Abstract. We use imperatives to refute a naïve analysis of update potentials (force-operators attaching to sentences), arguing for a dynamic analysis of imperative force as restrictable, directed, and embeddable. We propose a dynamic, non-modal analysis of conditional imperatives, as a counterpoint to static, modal analyses (e.g., Schwager [16] ). Our analysis retains Kratzer's [8] analysis of if-clauses as restrictors of some operator (with Schwager), but avoids typing it as a generalized quantifier over worlds (against her), instead as a dynamic force operator (cf. Portner [13, 14] ; Potts [15] ). Arguments for a restrictor treatment (but against a quantificational treatment) are mustered, and we propose a novel analysis of update on conditional imperatives (and an independently motivated revision of the standard ordering-semantics for root modals that makes use of it). Finally, we argue that imperative force is embeddable under an operation much like dynamic conjunction.
Plan
Sentences of the imperative clause-type (hereafter 'imperatives') are conventionally associated with a distinctive kind of force (what I will call 'imperative force') that is both performative and directive (see esp. Portner [13] ). It is performative in the sense that the conventional discourse function of imperatives is not to describe facts about the world, but rather to introduce new facts (about obligations or commitments) into a discourse. It is directive in the sense that imperatives function primarily to shape the intentions (indirectly, by directly shaping things that, in turn, directly shape the intentions) of their addressees.
There is widespread agreement that a semantico-pragmatic analysis of imperatives should have something to say about this dimension (call it the 'force dimension') of the conventional meaning of imperatives.
1 What, exactly, needs to be said, beyond the fact that imperatives conventionally receive performative and directive interpretations, is often unclear. In this paper, I articulate substantive conditions of adequacy on an account of the force dimension of imperative meaning. My principal focus is on the performative effects of conditional imperatives (cis; see 1) and unconditional imperatives (uis; see 2).
(1) If the temperature drops, shut the window! ≈ (if φ)(!ψ) (2) Shut the window! ≈ !φ Schwager's [16] account, which treats imperatives as a species of modal clause (hence, imperative operators as Kratzer-ian restrictable modal operators), is designed to handle cis, but ultimately handles neither. Portner's [14] account makes implicit use of directed speech-act (force) operators (à la Potts [15] ), so that the force of an imperative is to add the content of the imperative (what's commanded, i.e., the complement of the force operator) to the addressee's To-Do List. It does well with uis, but falters with cis.
We strictly improve on these proposals by reconceptualizing force operators. The ordinary treatment (classic references are Stenius [17] ; Lewis [11] ) views speech-acts on the model of propositional attitudes: as an agent may believe φ, she may assert φ, command φ, question whether φ, etc.
2 Handling cis requires a new approach: speech-acts are less like propositional attitudes, more like literal actions whose force (contextual effect) can be modulated, via linguistic and extra-linguistic mechanisms, and whose functional potential can be formally modeled in a familiar logic of programs. Conditional imperatives, we'll see, illustrate a syntactic mechanism of force-modulation, which we model as force-restriction (in a sense to be precisified). (Making use of this analysis requires modifying the standard Kratzer [8] semantics for modals. There are, we'll see, independent reasons for doing this.)
Our stance here resembles that of Krifka [9, 10] , which emphasizes natural language devices (generally corresponding to regular operations on programs) for building complex speech-acts out of component speech-acts. The question naturally arises: which such operations are expressible in natural language? We end with some tentative remarks on this question.
Menu
The conventional discourse function of an imperative clause is, I will suppose, to introduce some sort of obligation or commitment on its addressee, via modification of parameters of the context to which the interpretation of obligationor commitment-describing modalities is sensitive (cf. Han [5] , Portner [13, 14] ). certain obligation-descriptions are true (where previously they were false), directive because its target is the indirect regulation of the behavior of its addressee. Adequate accounts of imperative force will predict that cis tend to introduce corresponding conditional obligations (cos), uis tend to introduce corresponding unconditional obligations (uos). Concretely, (1) and (2) should tend to make it the case that if the temperature drops, you must shut the window, and that you must shut the window, respectively. Should an account fail to predict this in a given context, there should be a plausible explanation (for instance, the prior context enforcing a conflicting obligation).
Modal Analyses
The paradigm modal analysis of imperatives is Schwager's [16] . Schwager assigns a ci (if φ)(!ψ) the logical form O(ψ/φ) (read: if φ, ψ must be realized); uis are trivially restricted, so that !φ := O(φ/⊤). These lfs are interpreted via the standard Kratzer [8] ordering-restrictor semantics. On that semantics, if c is a context, then f c is the modal base (a body of information), g c the ordering source (for Schwager a set of contextually given preferences, generally supplied by the speaker). Both f c and g c map worlds to sets of propositions. The modal lfs are assigned the following truth-conditions.
, where:
The analysis thus assigns imperatives truth-conditions-the same as their modal lfs. As such, the analysis would appear to offer no account of imperative forceappear, indeed, to predict that imperative force is a subtype of assertoric force. Schwager tries to avoid the worry by introducing contextual constraints on the felicitous utterance of an imperative. Imperative utterances are infelicitous at c unless the speaker of c:
1. Has exhaustive knowledge,à la Groenendijk and Stokhof [4] , about f c and g c , so that he 'utters a necessity proposition he cannot be mistaken about.' 2. Affirms the relevant preference for φ a good 'maxim for acting.' When these conditions are met, an imperative utterance will generally receive the performative and directive interpretation adverted to above.
There are, however, deep problems. First, if the speaker of c isn't mistaken, then O(ψ/φ) must already be true at c. Performative effect, which paradigmatically consists in updating c so that O(ψ/φ) goes from false to true, is therefore erased. Second, affirmation that φ is a good 'maxim for acting' is exactly the type of speech-act we should like to analyze. We would like to model how such affirmation is generally associated with the introduction of new obligations on the addressee. Saying that imperatives receive a performative and directive interpretation when certain presuppositions are met is no replacement for an account of what, precisely, such an interpretation consists in.
Dynamic Analyses
Portner [13, 14] (cf. Han [5] ; Potts [15] ) analyzes imperative performative effect as addition to an addressee-indexed ordering source, her 'To-Do List' (tdl). Imperative clauses are associated directly with a type of 'sentential force,' rather than indirectly (via analysis as a species of necessity modal with an exclusively performative interpretation). With [·] a dynamic interpretation function, mapping formulas to update potentials, c a context, T c a function from individuals to their tdls, a c the addressee, the idea is this:
This analysis meets the criteria of adequacy on accounts of unconditional imperative force. Making use of the Kratzer semantics for modals, we can see that even where some of the T c (a c )-best worlds compatible with the c-relevant information do not satisfy φ, it will tend to be the case that O(φ/⊤) is true at c ′ , since it will tend to be the case that all of the T c ′ (a c )-best worlds compatible with the same information do satisfy φ, in virtue of the presence of φ c on T c ′ (a c ). In cases where this does not reliably hold at c ′ (e.g., cases where updating c with !φ introduces a logical incompatibility into the tdl), it's not clear that we really do want to predict that new obligations are imposed. Such cases will tend to coincide with cases where the prior context enforces a conflicting obligation.
The analysis does not, however, meet the criteria of adequacy on accounts of conditional imperative force. In a footnote, Portner [13] moots an analysis in terms of conditional update: informally, he suggests, [(if φ)(!ψ)] adds φ c to a c 's tdl, once φ is true. But this fails to explain the conventional discourse effect of cis: the imposition of cos. Even when φ is false at both c and the result of updating c with (if φ)(!ψ), this sort of update will typically introduce a co of the form O(ψ/φ). Concretely: given an utterance of (1) at c, the associated co (if the temperature drops, you must shut the window) will tend to be in force at the updated context, regardless of the truth of the temperature drops at either c or c updated with the ci. A preliminary diagnosis of the problem: for cis, we require an update on tdls that is performed regardless of the antecedent's truth then. The failure seems to stem from deferring update to the ordering source until the antecedent of the imperative is true. An immediate thought, then, is to treat conditional imperative force as a kind of unconditional imperative force:
Call this the Wide-Scoping Proposal for cis (wspci), so named because, according to the wspci,
. 5 The wspci runs into empirical problems. Consider the following case (from Kolodny and MacFarlane [7] ): ten miners are trapped in a single shaft-A or B, although we do not know whichand threatened by rising waters. We can block one shaft or neither, but not both. If we block the shaft they are in, all are saved. If we guess wrong, all die. But, if we do nothing, water will distribute between the shafts and exactly one will die. Now consider the following set of imperatives. c . The only way to satisfy all of these demands is to make sure the miners are in neither A nor B. But this is presupposed impossible at c. This does not square with intuitions: a speaker issuing these imperatives at c is not demanding the impossible. 6 
Restricting Force
To summarize, the dynamic account, as it stands, does well with uis, but fails to predict the relevant phenomena for cis. Why? There are only two sorts of update to perform on a tdl: deferred and non-deferred (immediate) addition. Deferred addition, we saw, cannot account for the conventional discourse effect of cis. Immediate addition implies that there is some proposition that a ci adds to the addressee's tdl-that conditional commanding is a species of unconditional commanding. There are no obvious candidates for the identity of this proposition.
Each tack presupposes that imperative force involves a speaker demanding that some proposition be true (with the deferred update proposal making this demand contingent on some further condition). I see no way of predicting the relevant phenomena for cis while preserving this assumption. So we will jettison it. The guiding idea here will be a familiar one: unconditional commanding is a species of conditional commanding. The former corresponds to a kind of unrestricted imperative force, the latter to a kind of restricted imperative force.
First Pass
How to formalize this idea? The first thought is to type tdls as Kratzer-ian conversational backgrounds: functions from worlds to a set of propositions. Doing this allows us to think of tdls as something like a set of contingency plans: they furnish different practical 'recommendations' depending on the situation the agent finds herself in. Formally, we index tdls to both agents and worlds, and treat (if φ)(!ψ) as adding ψ c to a c 's tdl at the φ-worlds (or some contextually selected subset thereof; cf. Mastop [12] : 103).
This is a natural and elegant extension of Kratzer's restrictor analysis of conditional antecedents. Rather than restricting the domain of a generalized quantifier, however, ci antecedents function to restrict the scope of dynamic update. Update with uis is thus understood in terms of update with cis, rather than vice versa. uis issue a demand on the addressee that holds in all possible contingencies, while genuine cis issue a demand on the addressee that holds in some non-trivial restriction of the set of possible contingencies. Elegant though it is, this proposal does no better at predicting the desired relationship between cis and cos. We do get unconditional obligations (uos) of the form O(ψ/⊤) when evaluating these formulas at φ-worlds. But we get nothing at ¬φ-worlds. For the ci updates the addressee's tdl only at the φ-worlds, and does nothing otherwise. Thus, we have only a metalinguistic analogue of the desired prediction: given that (if φ)(!ψ) is issued at c, if φ is true at w, then typically ψ is required at w (i.e., typically, O(ψ/⊤) c ′ ,w = 1, where c ′ is c updated with (if φ)(ψ)). This isn't good enough: we'd like to predict the objectlanguage co if the temperature drops, you must shut the window true at the updated context, regardless of whether the temperature drops is true then. 
Second Pass
Something is very intuitive about the contingency plan understanding of the tdl. The problem is that, on the standard Kratzer semantics for modals, the world of evaluation fixes the ordering source at a context: contingencies cease to be relevant (in the sense that they are ignored by the semantics) once the world of evaluation is fixed. Avoiding this, then, demands that tdls be indexed to some semantic parameter other than the world of evaluation.
Our analysis indexes tdls to bodies of information (modal bases, whether construed as sets of worlds or propositions), rather than worlds. On this picture, the contingencies relevant to planning are informational, rather than 'factual,' in character: the tdl furnishes different practical 'recommendations' for an agent depending on the information available to her at the context. Formally, we treat (if φ)(!ψ) as adding ψ c to a c 's tdl at every body of information Φ ⊇ f c (w) ∪ { φ c }, for each w (i.e., every φ-containing expansion of the information at c). ; unconditional commanding is still a species of conditional commanding. The difference is that uis add their consequents to every expansion of the information sans phrase. This is the analysis of imperative force which I will be endorsing in this paper. It is a restrictor analysis of ci antecedents: ci antecedents restrict the set contexts, but rather relations between input contexts and several possible output contexts. Complex update potentials formed with such operations will tend, in other words, to be indeterministic programs. Indeterminism in update potentials is prima facie objectionable: basic conversational platitudes plausibly require that a cooperative speaker know how her utterance will update the context. 
